A new type of tensor mathematical formation, using 21000 linear equations for 133 bodies, Dynamic Universe Model is a singularity free N-body problem solution, based on Newtonian physics. It is different from Newtonian physics, as well as general relativity as they use differential and integral equations. It uses linear tensors without differential and integral equations, hence it gives unique solution. This approach saves many unsolved problems in present day physics. Its prediction in 2005 that there is no dark matter came true experimentally in in Nov, 2013.
Introduction

Gravitational deflection (bending) Observations of Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI)
In Very-long-baseline interferometry (VLBI), a type of astronomical interferometry in astronomy, a signal from an astronomical radio source, such as a quasar or a manmade satellite, is collected at multiple radio telescopes on Earth and analyzed for delays. From early 1960s, VLBI researchers / Physicists are calculating the gravitational deflection (bending) of radio waves near huge masses like Sun or Jupiter. These VLBI techniques are used all over the world, also in the field of Radio astronomical observations of quasars, Galaxies etc. There is a large variation in the observational Gravitational deflection (bending) results of VLBI. The statistical variations in their observed results in comparison with General Relativistic predictions are noticeable. This variation is clearly visible when the solar gravitational bending / deflection angle is plotted against Solar Elongation angle. Additionally many people have observed variations; some plotted these with respect to season, frequency etc.
Why is there such variation amongst different measurements? Basically what the scientific community is calculating is the gravitational influence of Sun only on the radio waves / light. As observed by physicists Shapiro et al and Heinkelmann et al etc., there are other influencing factors other than Sun and other planets are also to be accounted for. About these authors and many more will be discussed later in this paper. Being a singularity free N-body problem solution Dynamic Universe Model offers an answer for the above problem, as it can consider mutual gravitational effect of simultaneously and dynamically changing planets, stars, Milkyway center, other parts of Milkyway and other Galaxies etc.
Just considering the Sun alone is not correct. For example anybody may think when he is sitting on earth; he can neglect the Gravitational forces of Sun and Moon on him because of the strong gravitational force of earth here. But it is not true. He can see the high tides on seas and oceans on earth which are visual indication of gravitational effect of Sun and Moon on Earth. For solving such problems, Dynamic Universe Model can be used by solving a singularity free 3-body or 4 body problem solution. Shapiro et al (2004) gave one such typical large compilation of data. They gave a large number of observations, which were made all over the world to the tune of 2 million observational experiments in the line of VLBI by many Physicists from 1979 to 1999. The distribution of the solar elongation angles of the sources observed is shown in a graph in their paper in the page 121101-2. Overlaid on this plot is a solid line showing the relationship between solar elongation angle and predicted deflection angle (right-hand scale). That means PPN formalism predicts a variable deflection angle unlike General Relativity. Another important visualizing graph shown by Shapiro et al, in the same paper is a plot in page 121101-4 indicating 'differences between global estimates of γ and GR's prediction as a function of minimum source elevation angle εmin; and minimum solar elongation angle Φmin; for positive declination sources and negative declination sources". This clearly indicates the variation in the Gravitational deflection (bending) angle of light / radio waves near a huge gravitational mass like Sun from the variation of γ also. That means the observed variations are not just purely dependent on ϕ, the solar elongation angle alone. There are some more additional factors, in other than γ and ϕ like positive declination sources and negative declination sources, etc.
What different authors say about VLBI (some main points)?
Robert Heinkelmann and Harald Schuh (2009) in their paper have concluded: "Besides the Sun and the Earth, the gravitational time delays of Jupiter, Saturn, Venus, and the Moon will have to be considered in standard VLBI 2010 analyses".
Let us examine the work done by other Physicists who reported this phenomenon in section 4 of this paper. Many of them felt the need for considering the gravitational effect of other Planets in the Solar system on the radio wave photons.
PPN and VLBI
Such variations formulated as parameterized post-Newtonian (PPN) formalism (see, Books by Misner et. el., (1973), and Will (1993) , for example). The angle θ calculated PPN formalism by which an electromagnetic ray from a distant source is deflected by the Sun, and is given approximately by, " (1+γ) G M ( 1+cos ϕ) / bc 2 ". Where G is the universal gravitational constant, c is the speed of light in vacuum, M is the mass of the Sun, b is the minimum distance of path of ray / particle to the center of Sun, ϕ is the solar elongation angle, and γ is the PPN parameter for the space curvature to gravitational deflection. Here ϕ is the main factor for explaining the observed variations, introduced in this PPN formalism. However, the range of observed variations overshoots possible theoretical variations.
Using Dynamic Universe model for VLBI
Now let us see how to explain the variations in the Gravitational deflection (bending) angle as plotted against solar elongation angle Φ , using Dynamic Universe Model. For doing so, the capabilities of Dynamic Universe Model are extended into Micro world or the Photon / Particle zoo. Dynamic Universe model can calculate the simultaneous gravitational effect of many gravitating bodies like Sun, planets, local stars etc., while considering their dynamic movements. For this purpose, the original mathematical background of Dynamic Universe Model was extended into micro world. The required additional mathematics is in the mathematical section along with the original set. Using these extended capabilities into SITA programming, the setup of solar system was as on 01.01.2000@00.00:00 hrs. using Heliocentric ecliptic xyz values and try sending the radio photon from different directions i.e., in different solar elongation angle Φmin and trace the path of radio photon. Here 76 different xyz coordinates and different directions were taken for radio photons with the same status of solar system as on 01.01.2000@00.00:00 hrs. The only change from experiment to experiment is the initial position and direction of the photon. All these theoretical experiments were designed in such a way, the photon goes grazingly near Sun or at the minimum distance from the center of Sun at the moment of time as on 01.01.2000@00.00:00 hrs. precisely. That means all the Solar system setup was kept constant and changed the Solar Elongation Angle only, taking into account all the dynamic movements of planets and the their gravitational fields on the fast moving photon. Each of these computationally intensive theoretical experiments took a time 15 min at the lowest to 5 hours at the highest, on a recent HP Laptop, depending on the number of iterations. This paper was presented as a talk at COSPAR-12 (H0. 
Additional mathematical formulation allowing for the Micro world:
In addition to previously published mathematical formulation (viz. eqn 1 to 31) for Dynamic Universe Model, (Snp.Gupta 2014) The above equation 35 means the force on αthpoint mass will be a sum of three components i.e., the summation of attraction forces due to point masses from its own system, ensemble and aggregate. This is the key result that can be applied to point masses or subatomic particles or can be combined in any fashion together. The equations 34 & 35 are important, simple & straightforward results. The theoretical Circular velocities are different to that of observed, the missing mass (Dark matter) arises due to Calculation error, there is no other reason and dark matter does not exist in reality (SNP Gupta (2005b) ). In a present paper, about "there is no dark matter" it was shown that concepts like relative constant Mass, variable mass and missing mass etc., are not required. And the details of earlier publications, in books as well as papers are available in the same paper. One can refer to the same paper for main foudations and a general introduction for Dynamic Universe Model (SNP Gupta (2014)). One can see the references in this paper for the details..
Let us apply the above equations to some practical situations like radio waves that are going grazingly near Sun from an artificial satellite and are coming to Earth (VLBI).
Let us use SITA algorithm for calculation.
Initial Values
Initial value of Mass of Photon:
Here in this paper the radio photon mass was taken as 1.1 e-52 kg which is much smaller than Neutrino mass = 1.5 ev / c 2 = 2.685 e -36 kg. Or Radio wave photon mass = 9.019 e -46 kg etc. The behaviour shown by such a mass will be experienced by higher mass also. Every mass behave in the similar way.
Initial Values table and other tables
Full set of initial values are shown in Table 1 Table 3, where there are 71 columns. So the finer differences between each experiment can be found from main Table 3 easily.
This Table 3 is uploaded into web along with main file. File name is 'Vak columns. There will be additional blank rows before the next file data. Each data set varies in number of data rows depending on number of iterations. Each row represents a set of data for that time step. Number of data rows from file to file varies from 40 to 3000. Refer file name: Vak Table 4 Consolidation of Iteration
Results.xls. This file is being very big; it was divided into three parts as it was very lengthy viz..
(34445-116839-1-SP.xls), (34445-116840-1-SP.xls), (34445-116841-1-SP.xls) Any further additional details can
be obtained by contacting the author. All these tables are available in the webpage which can be down loaded. Table 4 
D. E. Lebach et al, in1995
, estimated γ from each of the single-day data subsets that included one days' data from before the solar occultation of quasar 3C279 and one from after. These pair wise estimates ranged from γ = 0.9440 ± 0.0350 to γ = 1.0214 ± 0.0338 (SSEs : statistical standard error); six of these estimates deviated from γ = 1 by more than 1.5 SSEs, and only one ( γ =0.9903 ± 0.0035), which is based on 2 and 23 GHz data from 4 and 11 October, deviated by γ = 1 by more than 2.5 SSEs. The overall estimates of γ by Lebach et al (1995) [4] Physicists, which I could not mention here.
Resulting Graph:
Fig 1. shows the gravitational deflection (bending) angles calculated from the 76 theoretical experiments, using Dynamic Universe Model's SITA software. Here the setup of solar system was taken as was on 01.01.2000@00.00:00 hrs for all these experiments, but the incoming radio photon direction was different in all these experiments. Some deflection angles (the angle between incoming and outgoing ray of radio wave) from SITA experiments were higher than the GR prediction and others have different values. It may please be noted that GR predicts only one deflection angle for all the incident angles of the ray and does not depend on solar system configuration at that time. PPN formalism also cannot explain fully about these variations (see fig given by Shapiro et al (2004) , for details see the text of paper).
Discussion on Results:
Many physicists require some other additional factors to be considered, like simultaneous and dynamical gravitation effects of other planets. Now let us summarize what the other physicists concluded on VLBI.
Shapiro et al showed the variation in the Gravitational deflection angle with respect to solar elongation angle. necessary. All these variations in angle, some of which are more than GR predictions and some are less than spread over solar elongation angle, are direct calculations of Dynamic Universe Model using Universal
Gravitational Force calculated for the setup of Universe at that instant.
Conclusions:
Dynamic Universe model gives better results compared to GR. GR gives only one value irrespective of positions of solar system and angle of incidence. The observed deflection values are sometimes more and sometimes less than GR predicted values.
In this paper, a set of theoretical simulations were done, in which, the setup of solar system was taken as on 01.01.2000@00.00:00 hrs, and Heliocentric ecliptic xyz values were used for all the theoretical experiments. The only difference between experiments is the direction of the ray of radio photon in the starting (angle of incidence of the ray). In other words the radio photon was sent in different solar elongation angles ( Φmin). And Dynamic Universe model is used for tracing the path of this radio photon. Here 76 different xyz coordinates and different directions were taken for radio photons with the same status of solar system as on 01.01.2000@00.00:00 hrs.
All these final deflection angles are different in value. These results indicate that the structure of our universe is continuously changing dynamically, and depending on Universal Gravitation Force (UGF) on the radio photon in that path, the trajectory of the ray radio wave is different. The UGF on the particles of the ray is based positions and distances of Planets, stars, Galaxies etc., relative to radio photon and varies the dynamically. In addition, it is observed all the point masses follow their own fixed trajectory irrespective of its own mass. That means by changing only value of mass under consideration, the trajectory followed by it will not change by keeping all the other things constant.
Hence, it can be concluded that the gravitational deflection near SUN will depend not only on incident angle of the incoming ray but also dynamic positions of the planets at that time and various other mass positions in the Universe and Universal Gravitational Force. For explaining, the Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) gravitational deflection (bending) observations, Dynamic Universe Model can be successfully used. This become possible as the capabilities of Dynamic Universe Model could be extended into micro world in the mathematical section, by extending the original mathematical formulation. It can be safely concluded that Dynamic Universe
